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This working paper contains four parts. Each is a history of
homelessness in a particular city from around 1960 to around 1991.
The four cities are Newark, New York, Chicago, and Toronto.
The goal of the paper is to describe what happened and when it
happened, without any attempt at explaining why. That will come
later. Description has to precede explanation.
NEWARK
Newark's first Local Homeless program started in 1941 and
ended in spring 1966. It replaced the Municipal Lodging House,
which had been established in 1931 by Public Safety Commissioner
Egan to relieve pressure on the police precinct houses. (The source
for this paragraph and the succeeding ones on the Local Homeless
program is Kessler [1965]).
Under this program, the city Division of Public Welfare (DPW)
gave eligible homeless individuals vouchers for lodging and food.
White men received vouchers for the Comet Hotel, black men for the
Edison Hotel, and women for the Salvation Army Home. Men
received meal tickets for the Goodwill Home and Rescue Mission,
about a mile from the hotels, while women ate at the Salvation Army
Home. To be eligible, male applicants had to have proof of legal
settlement in Newark (interpreted loosely), low income, and be
either employed, registered with the New Jersey State Employment
Service, or unable to work (a determination of city doctors).
Transients with definite plans to travel elsewhere were referred to
the Salvation Army Men's Center for a night's lodging. Very few
women were involved in the Local Homeless program; in April 1965
expenses at the Salvation Army Home were $145.75, as compared
with $7540.70 for men. Apparently in the early 60's, blacks
predominated among men because DPW was paying about 50% more
for Edison bills than Comet bills.
No one in the Local Homeless program received any money
directly.
The Comet and the Edison were "skid row" hotels owned by the
Zemel family (DPW also rented its offices from the Zemels). The
Comet was larger but nicer; all of its rooms were for one person, for
instance, while the Edison rooms were for two or three (although
most of the time full capacity was not used. It appears that both
hotels had private guests as well as DPW guests.
Generally a man was authorized to stay at the Comet or Edison until
the end of the month. He was supposed to leave the hotel during the
day time, ostensibly to look for work. At the end of the month, a
man who wanted to continue at the hotel had to ask DPW for
reauthorization. Usually, this was granted. In 1963 and 1964, for
instance, the average stay was over three months, and less than 10%
stayed less than a month. All physically fit clients were
automatically dropped from the Local Homeless rolls during the
summer.
"Many" of the men were over 50, but Kessler gives no details.
Some were "known to DPW" for over a decade.
In December 1964, 183 persons used the services of the Local
Homeless unit. This is not precisely a one-night count, even for the
last day of the month, since some persons may leave before the end
of the month, but the information on duration indicates that it is
probably not a gross overestimate of a one-night count. It is
something of a seasonal high; for November 1965, for instance, the
comparable count was 116. On the other hand, December 1964
appears to be a period of decreasing activity for the Local Homeless
unit: the total number of different individuals served was 11% lower
in 1964 than it was in 1963; and costs for the care of homeless men
were 28% lower in 1965 than they were in 1964 [Kessler 1966].
This level of public shelter was not overwhelming below that
provided during the Great Depression. Although the Municipal
Lodging House had 469 beds, it was serving an average of only 300
men a night, even in 1932. When it closed in 1941, there were 350
men staying there, but 140 "needed institutional care, [and] 30 were
eligible for old-age pensions." [Kessler, 1965, p. 13, paraphrasing
Newark Evening News.]
Nothing is known about street homelessness in the mid-60's.
Kessler leads one to believe it existed, but no numbers or clear
statements are available.
The Local Homeless program ended at the Edison on April 14,
1966 and at the Comet on June 10, 1966 [Kessler 1966]. The
immediate causes were the Zemels1 unwillingness to verify that the
clients for whom they were billing were actually using their rooms,
and the issue of discrimination. Kessler 1965 had neither discussed
nor recommended termination. Within the next three years, both
hotels were torn down as part of the Penn Plaza urban renewal
project.
Since summer was approaching when the Local Homeless
program ended, most cases were closed following the usual
procedure. The remaining clients "were asked to find their own
rooms and are assisted by check as are ordinary Welfare clients."
[Kessler 1966, p. 1]. Thereafter, any homeless men who applied
received cash assistance. There are no reports I am aware of
unusual numbers of street homeless in Newark in 1966 or 1967.
References: Warren Kessler, 1965, Memorandum to Grace Malone,
October 11, 1965, in Minutes of the Local Assistance Board.
—, 1966, Local Homeless Section Report (1966), December 2, 1966 in
Minutes of the Local Assistance Board.
DPW was not the only agency supplying shelter for the
homeless during the 1960's in Newark; its provision, though, placed
the least demand on recipients. The other four providers, by
contrast, were religiously-affiliated organizations that emphasized
the treatment of alcoholism and often required the men to work and
to pledge abstinence. I will refer to these four providers as the
traditional missions.
Goodwill Home and Rescue Mission, founded in 1896, was and
is the largest of the traditional missions. According to Kessler [1965],
all of its 169 beds were occupied in 1964. Kessler does not mention
the other three traditional missions explicitly, except to note that
transients were referred to the Salvation Army Men's Center. That
shelter probably had a capacity around 130 or 140, its current
capacity, in 1964 [interview with Brenda Beavers, NJ director for
social services, Salvation Army, August 29, 1991]. The Guild, a
Catholic shelter started in 1949, had 110-120 beds in the mid-60's
[interview with Mike Hurley, director, September 5, 1991], and
American Rescue Workers, a small shelter also dating from the 40's,
had about 30 beds.
Thus a plausible estimate is that the traditional missions could
shelter about 438 men a night in late 1964. DPW was maintaining
something like 183 at the Comet and Edison. Together this would
mean that 621 homeless people (almost all men) could have been
receiving shelter in Newark in late 1964.
The amount of shelter in Newark fell significantly after the
mid-60's and did not return to these levels until 1986. One part of
the decline was the termination of DPW's Local Homeless program;
another part was a change in how Goodwill perceived its ministry.
The latter led to higher demands on the men sleeping there and a
reduction in average nightly population to around 80 [interview with
Rev. Lee Schmookler, director of Goodwill, August 30, 1991].
Similarly, the Guild also shrank in size, reaching a level of around 35
in the late 80's [Hurley interview]. Intriguingly, the events of the
late 80's that pushed shelter provision above its 1964 level look like
the mid-60's played in reverse: first, in 1986 and 1987 the welfare
agencies returned to a policy of placing homeless people in
commercial establishments (and the largest welfare agency—the
county this time—began renting its administrative offices from the
leading hotel owner); and Goodwill began to take in more men—it
was averaging close to 200 men a night in 1991 [Schmookler
interview].
Thus by the late 70's Newark's formal shelter capacity was
around 300; it was all for single men; they were mainly alcoholics or
recovering alcoholics; and, according to informal reports, many or
most of them were white. There were at this time, however, two
other groups of people outside the formal shelter system who were
either homeless or close to it. Both of these groups consisted
primarily of black or Hispanic families.
The first group were fire victims. From the late 1960's to the
early 1980's fire activity was intense, and hotels and the YMWCA
were used to house fire victims. These stays were generally quite
short. In 1978 Newark Emergency Services for Families (NESF) was
formed, primarily to deal with fires and domestic violence. When it
opened a family shelter at the YMWCA in July 1982, the average stay
was 3 or 4 days, "possibly as long as two weeks." {Star-Ledger,
November 15, 1982).
The second group were tenants of publicly-owned housing who
were not paying rent. Some of these were residents of formerly
private buildings to which the city had taken title for back taxes;
others were residents of high-rise public housing projects that the
housing authority was trying to depopulate.
Newark's inventory of city-owned property began to grow
around 1975 because of more aggressive in rem foreclosure policies
on the part of the city, and a decided reluctance on the part of
landlords to keep their property. The inventory reached around
5000 parcels (including vacant lots) in 1979, and 6000 in 1980
(there are about 38,000 taxable parcels total in Newark). Foreclosing
on so many properties was chaotic, and the city had difficulty
keeping track of what it owned and what was occupied, much less
who owed rent. The Budget Division surveyed city-owned property
in late 1978 and early 1979, and found between 500 and 1000
occupied units that had previously been unknown to city authorities
[interview with Thomas A. Banker, former assistant business
administrator, June 1991]. It is unclear what proportion of the
tenants of these discovered units were originally tenants of the
former landlord and had merely stayed in the apartment after the
city took it, and what proportion had moved in without ever paying
rent (in some cases the date of occupancy is not a good indicator,
since some landlords took advantage of the general chaos by
continuing to collect rents and admit tenants after the city had
assumed title; I am aware also of cases of "squatter landlords" who
started collecting rents in derelict buildings after the city assumed
title).
The Newark Housing Authority (NHA) had a severe financial
crisis in 1979, and was unable to pay its bills for a significant period
of time. Part of its response was to reduce population of the high-
rise buildings: HUD subsidies, the major source of NHA income,
depended on the number of units, not the number of occupied units,
and vandalism in the high-rises was an expensive and serious
problem. Accordingly, the number of occupied units fell from 11,121
on May 31, 1979 to 9,070 on March 31, 1982; 1979 occupancy was
about a thousand below the 1972 peak. Vacant apartments attracted
squatters, in numbers I have been unable to assess. Squatters
concerned the NHA enough that after a few years of experimentation
it adopted a procedure of welding the door shut whenever an
apartment was closed down.
Although the number of families and individuals living in city
and housing authority apartments during the late 70's is impossible
to estimate to two-digit accuracy, it was almost certainly in the
hundreds, and possibly as much as a thousand. The number of
homeless families in formal shelters and hotels has never been much
above five hundred, and so this group is far from trifling in a
narrative about homelessness. Many writers would not consider
these people homeless, since their physical environment was often
reasonably normal and no bureaucracy placed them where they
were living on a basis of perceived need. On the other hand, they
lacked a legal abode, and so were in some sense "close to homeless."
At the time, however, this population was largely unnoticed.
The "modern era" of homelessness in Newark probably starts with St.
Rocco's Outreach Center, which began operating in early 1981, and
with the formation of the Newark Committee on the Homeless in
1982. Before that, no one with the ability to set up a shelter or start
a committee thought homelessness in Newark was a serious enough
problem to warrant the time, money, and energy required to do so.
The Newark Public Library newspaper clipping file on homelessness
starts in 1982, and contains only two articles for that year. We
cannot observe what conditions were on the street in 1981 and 1982.
However, if altruistic people base their actions on reasonably
accurate perceptions of the severity of problems, we can infer that
conditions on the street were perceived to be worse in 1981 and
1982-not in 1980 or 1979 or 1975-and that they probably were.
How St. Rocco's Outreach Center and the Newark Committee on
the Homeless started supports this contention. In both cases, the
chief actors were trying to do something else when they stumbled
across homelessness. Rev. John Nickas, pastor of St. Rocco's Church in
the Central Ward, was trying to open a day care center. A bank had
closed one of its branches, and donated it to St. Rocco's in January
1981. While trying to arrange to renovate the bank, Father Nickas
allowed a man to sleep there in order to provide security. Soon he
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was bombarded by requests and the number of men sleeping there
grew. With some small foundation help, the bank was operating as a
shelter for 25-30 men by March 1981 [interview with Father Nickas,
August 29, 1991].
Similarly, Sergeant (now Captain) John Dough was a police
officer trying to patrol downtown Newark. During the summer of
1982 he noticed a growing number of homeless people on the streets
and took his concerns to Brenda Beavers of the Salvation Army. This
led to the establishment of the Committee on the Homeless.
The Nickas story seems not to be so strong a story as the Dough
story, and so one may be tempted to think of summer 1982 as more
of a milestone than March 1981. After all, Father Nickas did not
have first-hand knowledge of where the men who slept at the bank
were living before they came there. Perhaps, some may say, this is
an instance of supply creating its own demand. Such a criticism,
though, is misdirected: even if it is accurate, it does not explain how
soft-hearted priests were able to establish day-care centers in
Newark before 1981, if nothing new and different were happening in
1981.
In fact, when proper account is taken of fixed costs, the Nickas
and Dough stories reinforce each other: accidental shelters should be
established before deliberate committees. A rational altruist in an
uncertain world should not deliberately incur the fixed costs of
establishing a committee or a shelter until the problem is sufficiently
severe or persistent (depending on the model of the underlying
stochastic process), but the severity required to establish
deliberately is greater than the severity required to continue
operating a shelter one has accidentally started. In an epoch when
conditions are deteriorating, one would expect accidental responses-
like St. Rocco's—to predate deliberate ones—like the Committee on
the Homeless.
The Committee on the Homeless set up Newark's second new
shelter—the trailer. The trailer could accommodate up to 60
individuals. "Accommodate" meant "provide a chair to sleep in." The
first (and only) study of the characteristics of Newark's new
homeless—Simpson and Kilduff [1984]—is a report on the trailer
people.
John H. Simpson and Margaret Kilduff, 1984: "Homelessness in
The trailer people were mostly black (63%), but only in about
the same proportion as Newark's population. Relative to Newark's
population, non-Hispanic whites were over-represented (27% against
22% in the 1980 census) and Hispanics severely under-represented.
Almost all (91%) of the trailer people were men, and almost all were
local—only 4% were living outside the Newark metropolitan area a
year before. They had little or no income: most (57%) reported no
sources of income, and almost all the rest had less than $2000 a year
in income. Some (23%) received income maintenance payments, but
most did not. 59% had high school diplomas. The majority (55%)
were under 39 years old.
Their attachment to the trailer was surprisingly tenuous. Of
the 399 people who registered at the trailer during the 1982-83
winter, only 44% stayed there more than three nights. The modal
stay (36%) was one night. What did they do the rest of the time?
Most (71%) slept in abandoned buildings or loitered in public
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buildings; 13% visited with friends and relatives. 11% said they were
using the trailer because their homes lacked heat or hot water.
Several small family shelters also opened in the early 80's, but
not, apparently, as a result of observations of homeless families on
the streets. Babyland opened a home for battered women, and the
Missionaries of Charity—Mother Teresa's order—came from India to
open a shelter that has concentrated on victims of domestic violence,
The NESF/YMWCA shelter has already been cited. The first family
shelters not designed for a special group were Apostle's House and
(again) St. Rocco's; they opened in 1984 and 1985 respectively.
The trailer closed in spring 1984. It had moved from St. John's
church downtown to Pennington Street in the 1983-84 winter, and
there had met an outcry from the neighborhood--even though it was
parked next to the Salvation Army Men's Center, which sheltered
twice as many people. A few days before the trailer closed, the
United Community Corporation (UCC), Newark's anti-poverty agency,
opened a shelter with 20 beds. This has become the only
noncommercial shelter that receives direct city funding—about
$100,000 a year—and it has grown to a size of about 70 beds.
Thus by the beginning of 1986, as seen in table 1, there were
about 550 shelter beds in Newark, almost half of them in the
traditional missions. This is significantly less than the 621 spaces
available in December 1964. (The 1985 figures in this table include
120 shelter beds for the Working Together for the Needy Shelter.
This short-lived shelter never received a certificate of occupancy and
never received the county financing it was anticipating. When the
courts ordered it closed as a fire hazard in November 1985, an
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unusually high proportion—for the time—of the occupants (41 out of
46) were receiving public assistance [Star-Ledger, November 21,
1985], and signing their checks over to the shelter.)
At this time, however, a substantial number of people were
camping in abandoned buildings or living on the streets. It was not
unusual, for instance, for the city Division of Real Property to find a
hundred or more people in a single downtown abandoned hotel.
The major growth in shelter capacity in Newark began in 1986 and
1987. It involved the use of hotels and roominghouses by welfare
agencies, and followed closely several New Jersey court decisions
expanding the Emergency Assistance (EA) program (which is 50%
federally funded). Whether and how these decisions affected the
volume of homelessness in Newark is a matter that will be discussed
later. Hotels, we have noted, were used in a small way throughout
the 70's and 80's by both welfare agencies for clients involved in
fires and condemnations (DPW clients at the Working Together for
the Needy Shelter, for instance, were placed in hotels on its closing),
but the numbers involved at any one time were small—27 families,
for instance, in June 1986 [Star-Ledger, November 9, 1987]. In the
summer of 1986, New York City created an uproar by placing
homeless families in some of the Berger chain hotels in downtown
Newark; by winter 1987 all these hotels were filled by Newark
homeless and the county welfare agency was exporting families to
hotels throughout the state.
DPW, the city agency administering general assistance (GA) was
the first to start using commercial space. DPW records are not
automated, and so it is difficult to get a precise time series for the
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DPW homeless caseload. It was small in 1985, grew to around 400 in
the end of 1986, stayed in the 600 range for the next two years, and
grew again in 1990 and 1991; in the middle of 1991 it was around
1000 [interview with Karen Highsmith, DPW director, September 3,
1991]. (However, the city Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategy gave a caseload of 875 as of July 15, 1991, of whom 125
were "unsheltered.")
The single individuals (and a few couples) who make up the
DPW homeless caseload get vouchers for lodging in various
commercial and noncommercial establishments (just as their
counterparts did in the Local Homeless program of 1941-1966), and
receive assistance checks while they stay there (unlike the Local
Homeless). They must be recertified every month (like the Local
Homeless). All of the "new" shelters for singles have DPW clients
(and often refer people to DPW), and most of the people in these
shelters are receiving DPW funding. Most DPW clients, however, stay
in commercial establishments—some in the Berger chain hotels, and
the largest number in a network of roominghouses. (In 1991 the
DPW caseload included 260 HIV-positive individuals who were
housed in Berger chain motels; supplemental security income
requires AIDS symptoms.) In 1991, DPW supported a proposal by
one of the roominghouse operators to establish a commercial shelter
with several hundred beds; neighborhood opposition, however,
defeated the project.
The Essex County Division of Welfare, which administers Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), began to place large
numbers of families in hotels in fall 1987. Since Essex County has 21
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municipalities other than Newark—including East Orange, Orange,
and Irvington which have significant numbers of welfare recipients—
counting "Newark families" among the county welfare group presents
problems. Families whose last residence was East Orange may be
housed in Newark hotels; families whose last residence was Newark
may be housed in East Orange hotels; families from either place may
be housed out of the county altogether in a Jersey City hotel.
Table 2 gives a time series on the total number of Essex County
families (from anywhere in the county) housed by the county in any
hotel (inside or outside the county) or noncommercial shelter. Since
the late 80's at least, all of the family shelters (with the possible
exceptions of Babyland and the Missionaries of Charity) have been
almost completely populated by AFDC recipients, and the number of
AFDC recipients in the hotels has exceeded the total number of
families in the noncommercial shelters.
The unit of account in table 2 is families, while the unit of
account in table 1 is persons. At the beginning of 1991, 314 families
were in hotels in Newark, and the average family size county-wide of
homeless families was about 3 [Essex County Department of Citizens
Services, Human Services Advisory Council, "Comprehensive Housing
Affordability Strategy" (CHAS), July 1991]. That is how the entry of
942 persons in hotels was derived in table 1. I don't know whether
Newark was a net importer or exporter of homeless families. At any
rate, by 1991 the majority of sheltered homeless persons in Newark
were members of AFDC families, and most of these families were
staying in Berger chain hotels.
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A September 1990 survey of New Jersey EA recipients
conducted by the state Department of Human Services provides some
information about family homelessness [N. J. Department of Human
Services, Division of Economic Assistance, "Emergency Assistance for
AFDC Recipients: A Sample Survey—September 1990," mimeo,
December 1990]. However, because Essex County had only a fraction
of EA recipients in the state that month (and because Newarkers
comprise only about three-fourths of the Essex County EA caseload),
and because about 38% of EA recipients receive only payments of
back rent and utilities to prevent homelessness and so are not
homeless, these data are far from perfectly informative about
homeless AFDC families in Newark. Nevertheless, it is interesting
that the average EA recipient in New Jersey was younger than the
average AFDC recipient, had more children (2.31, as against 1.97),
was more likely to be black (66%, as against 51%), and less likely to
be Hispanic (14%, as against 27%). Indeed, knowledgeable observers
of the hotel population in Newark say that it is less than 2% Hispanic,
although the city itself is around 26% Hispanic (1990 census). The
report says that the average spell for a recipient who stays in a
motel (and receives no other EA service) is 5.4 months; the average
spell for a recipient in a noncommercial shelter is 3.4 months. The
report does not describe how censored spells are treated, or whether
the sample contains any uncensored spells.
The final observations on Newark come from the 1990 census.
The census did not count homeless people per se, but it included
people who happened to be homeless in the general count, and
published results on two categories of people who might be
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considered homeless: "persons in emergency shelters for the
homeless," and "persons visible in street locations." Neither of these
two census categories is exactly the same as the corresponding
McKinney Act definition, but they are similar. Both census counts
were taken on S-night, March 20-21, 1990. In the Newark area, S-
night was cold, with light wind, intermittent drizzle, and
temperatures in the thirties. In practice, the census was guided
heavily by recommendations of local officials on which locations
were considered homeless shelters.
The census count for Newark and the surrounding
municipalities was:
TABLE 3
Census Counts — March 1990








Two things stand out about these counts. First is the high rate
of McKinney Act homelessness in Newark—over one percent of the
population. We will see that comparable census rates for New York
and Chicago are less than half of this rate, and that best guesses for
the non-US cities are more like either New York or Chicago than





































capacity of noncommercial shelters—indicates that this rate is not
due entirely to a generous shelter policy.
The second noticeable thing about the shelter count is that it is
over 500 below the 1990 shelter "capacity" shown in table 1. This
discrepancy may have arisen for any of several different reasons:
certain of the traditional missions like the Guild and the Salvation
Army may have been excluded from the S-night count (Rev.
Schmookler states that Goodwill participated); the new
noncommercial shelters may have been operating at less than full
capacity; some of the smaller commercial establishments, possibly
hotels or roominghouses with a nonhomeless clientele, may have
been omitted; or either of the hotel counts, both of which are
interpolations for 1990, may have been off. This question can





























































































































1991 405 170 750 1325 568 942 1510 2835
For traditional missions and for commercial facilities, "capacity" is an
estimate of average daily population, since the binding constraint on
usage is generally either the mission rules or the welfare agency's




Goodwill: 1964, Kessler 1965; other years, conversation with Rev.
Schmookler; generally confirming conversation with Captain Dough.
Salvation Army: conversation with Brenda Beavers for 1986 and
1991; interpolation.
Guild: conversation with Michael Hurley; 1985 from N.J. Department
of Human Services, "Inventory of Community Services to the
Homeless," December 1985; 1990, Archdiocese of Newark, Secretariat
for Charities and Social Ministry, "Planning Document FY 1991/92,"
1991, Archdiocese of Newark, Secretariat for Charities and Social
Ministry, "Planning Document FY 1991/92."
American Rescue Workers: Telephone conversation; 1991, Essex
County CHAS.
New Single Shelters
St. Rocco's Outreach Center: 1981-83, conversation with Father
Nickas; 1982, Star-Ledger, December 4, 1982; 1984, Star-Ledger,
February 21, 1984; 1990, Archdiocese of Newark, "Planning
Document;" 1991, Essex County CHAS.
Trailer: Star-Ledger, December 4, 1982; March 4, 1984.
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UCC: 1984, Star-Ledger, February 21, 1984; 1985, NJ. Department of
Human Services, "Inventory;11 1988, Star-Ledger, March 7, 1988;
1991, Essex County CHAS.
Working Together for the Needy: Star-Ledger, November 20, 1985;
November 21, 1985; October 20, 1986.
Lighthouse: Conversation with Gloria Parsons, administrator.
Single commercial
Based on conversations with Karen Highsmith, director of DPW: her
estimates on total homeless caseload of DPW, minus upper bounds on
the number of these persons in noncommercial shelters.
Family shelters
NESF/YMWCA: 1983, Star-Ledger, July 19, 1983; 1985, NJ.
Missionaries of Charity: Telephone conversation; 1985, NJ.
Department of Human Services, "Inventory."
Apostles House: 1984, Star-Ledger, October 14, 1984; 1985, NJ.
Department of Human Services, "Inventory;" 1988, Star-Ledger, April
15, 1988; 1991, Essex County CHAS.
Martland: Star-Ledger, September 9, 1988.
St. Rocco's: 1985, NJ. Department of Human Services, "Inventory;"
1990, Archdiocese of Newark, "Planning Document;" 1991, Essex
County CHAS.
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St. Ann's: 1990, Archdiocese of Newark, "Planning Document;" 1991,
Essex County CHAS.
Harmony House: Conversation with Lenora Gaskins, director; Star-
Ledger, October 21, 1988; 1991, Essex County CHAS. Capacity is 102
families; average of 3 per family was used.
Family commercial
For 1991, see text. Prior years are rough estimates of changes; based
on conversations with administrative personnel.
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TABLE 2
Essex County Homeless Families
by type of shelter and location of shelter
January 15, 1991 August 22, 1991
Commercial
Newark 216 191
Other Essex 87 94
Outside Essex 11 15
Total commercial 314 300
Nonprofit shelters
Newark 61 71
Other Essex 45 25
Total nonprofit shelters 106 96
Transitional housing
Newark 132 117
Grand total 5 52 513




Since before the turn of the century, the Bowery was New York's
Skid Row. Sociologists called its residents "homeless" and studied them
extensively, but they were using the term to mean disaffiliated
individuals, not people who slept in shelters or on the street:
"Homelessness is a condition of detachment from society characterized by
the absence or attenuation of the affiliative bonds that link settled persons
to a network of interconnected social structures . . . [T]he man who
occupies the same lodging on skid row for forty uninterrupted years is
properly considered homeless. The essence of the concept goes beyond
residential arrangements" [Bahr and Caplow, 1973, pp. 5, 7].
The sociological reports, however, give some insight into the
population we would now call homeless. Although most Bowery men lived
in various kinds of cheap lodging houses that they paid for with their own
money, some slept on the street, especially in warm weather; some slept in
religiously affiliated hostels and missions; some slept at the city's shelters
and Camp LaGuardia; and some received tickets from "the Muni" that paid
for a night's stay at one of a number of Bowery hotels. These four groups
would probably be considered homeless by today's definitions.
The total population of the Bowery, homeless or not, declined
steadily from 1949 to the 1970's. Table 1 gives some detail. This
population was overwhelmingly poor, white, and male, and it included a
large proportion of heavy drinkers. In 1966, median income on the
Bowery was below $1500 a year and fewer than 10% of the men had
incomes above $3000 (in 1959, 75% of men in urbanized areas had
incomes above $3000); 70% were white; and 36% were heavy drinkers
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(drinking the alcohol equivalent of 8 quarts of beer daily, or 12 quarts
several times a week, or 16 quarts on drinking days) [Bahr and Caplow,
1973, pp. 42-43; 247]. Only 28% of the men were under 45 years of age.
Well over a thousand men stayed at missions in Manhattan in the
late 40's, and about a thousand were staying at the facilities on winter
nights in the mid 60's. Table 2 gives the derivation of these estimates. By
1990, the traditional missions in Manhattan had a capacity of about 150
beds [Coalition for the Homeless Resource Directory 1990. The
establishments involved are Bowery Mission, Holy Name, Catholic Worker,
and McAuley Water Street Mission]. To compare these figures with those
of other, smaller U.S. cities, about 200 people a night sleep at the Goodwill
Home and Mission in Newark, and 300 sleep at the Pacific Garden Mission
in Chicago.
The decline in missions took place mainly between the mid 60's and
the mid 70's. The Bowery Mission changed its philosophy radically: it
sheltered 276 men a night in February 1964, but its 1990 capacity was 15.
Volunteers of America had 108 beds in 1964; none were listed in 1990.
(Nash and Nash reported to see no black or Puerto Rican men at these two
missions in 1964 [George and Patricia Nash, "A Preliminary Estimate of the
Population and Housing of the Bowery in New York City," microfiche, New
York: Bureau of Applied Social Research, 1964].) The Salvation Army
Hotel, which had a capacity of 525 and 288 guests on February 28, 1964,
shut down. By contrast, the Catholic Worker expanded in 1975 with the
opening of the Maryhouse (considering the Catholic Worker a mission or
even an organization is inaccurate, but it affects the housing market much
the same way). Interviews with people whose memories of the Lower East
Side and the Bowery go back to the mid 70's produced no recollection of
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mission closings; thus most of this activity probably took place before that
time [interviews with James F. VarnHagen, McAuley Water Street Mission,
July 15, 1992; and Katherine Temple, Catholic Worker, and David Baseda,
Nazareth Homes, July 30, 1992].
New York City during this period sheltered homeless men in three
different ways: in the Municipal Shelter, at Camp LaGuardia in upstate
Chester, N.Y., and in the Bowery commercial lodgings.
The Municipal Shelter (sometimes called the Men's Shelter or "the
Muni") on East Third Street housed 1280 men on a typical night in the
winter of 1949. Municipal shelter capacity had fallen to 580 by 1964, but
even on a cold, snowy February night that year only 443 men slept there
[Nash and Nash, pp. 16,2]. By 1965, policy had changed and only 54 men
were left [Michael A. Baker, "An Estimation of the Population of Homeless
Men in the Bowery Area New York City, February 28, 1965," Bureau of
Applied Social Research, Columbia University, 1965, p . l l ] . A few men
continued to sleep there, despite official policy to the contrary, until 1980.
(The Mayor's Management Report of May 1980 reports that the opening of
a 180-bed shelter on Ward's Island permitted "the discontinuance of the
Men's Shelter 'Big Room' for sleeping for the first time in 20 years"
[p.250].)
The Muni served meals and provided tickets for clothing at three
Bowery stores. It was also the admittance point from which men were
sent to both Camp LaGuardia and the commercial lodging houses.
Camp LaGuardia had been established in a large former women's
prison during the Depression. Men were bused in from the city, and could
stay as long as they wished, as long as they stayed sober. If they had
money, they were required to pay some of it to the city; otherwise they
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could stay for free. They were expected to try to do a little work, as well.
Emphasis was on older men, and stays of 25 years were not unheard of
[David Bird, "A quiet retreat for the city's homeless," New York Times. June
9,1981, Bl, B14].
Camp LaGuardia was originally designed for a capacity of 1050, and
was operating at close to that capacity in 1966 [Bahr and Caplow, 1973,
pp.22, 334]. However, capacity apparently fell to about the 700 range
before the end of the 70's: average population was only 655 for the July
1978-June 1979 fiscal year, and 697 for the July 1979-June 1980 fiscal
year, but the Human Resources Administration [HRA] described the camp
as operating at capacity [HRA, "Fiscal Year 1981 Management Plan",
pp.135-136]. New construction in the early 80's expanded the capacity
back to the thousand level.
To lodge men who needed a place to sleep, the Muni handed out
tickets that could be redeemed at a number of Bowery lodging houses (in
1964, 19 out of 36 Bowery commercial lodging houses accepted ticketmen
[Nash and Nash, p.4] but by 1978 only 6 lodging houses were doing were
doing so). These lodging houses had dormitory-style rooms, cubicles, and
some single rooms, and ticketmen were almost always in the dormitory-
style "flops". About a quarter of the Bowery lodging-house capacity was
dormitory style, and about a quarter of the residents in 1964 were
ticketmen [Nash and Nash, p.4]. In 1964, the city was reimbursing the
lodging houses 850 a night, 50 below the lowest market rate of 900. In the
mid-70's, the city was paying $2.05 a night. Occasionally lodging
conditions would provoke outraged reactions from the press, but
spokesmen maintained it would cost the city two or three times as much to
provide its own housing [Nathaniel Sheppard, Jr. "City subsidizes 6 hotels
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on the Bowery," New York Times. March 30, 1976, pp. 1, 24]. On February
28, 1964, the men's shelter issued 1125 tickets [Nash and Nash, p.6]; in the
late 70's, it was still issuing around 1200 tickets on wintry nights [Michael
Goodwin, "Decline in derelicts hurting Bowery flophouses," New York
Times. March 27, 1978, B3].
People have always slept outdoors and in unconventional places in
New York City, but the number doing so used to be fairly low, especially in
the winter. The colony of tunnel people in Grand Central Terminal,
numbering perhaps 40, has a history that may go as far back as World War
II [Dena Kleiman, New York Times, Nov. 29, 1977, p. 39], and skid row
studies make frequent references to people sleeping on sidewalks and in
doorways — indeed, several books have pictures of this practice. But the
Bowery census of February 28, 1964 could find only 43 people [Nash and
Nash, p. 2], and because of this, the following year's census made no
attempt to get a street count [Baker, p. 1]. When Nash tried to find out
what the situation was outside the Bowery in 1964, his reasonably diligent
efforts turned up only one or two people in Riverside and Central Parks.
Three important changes took place in the early and mid-70's. First
was the emergence of homelessness among women. The city set up the
Women's Shelter in 1970; the Catholic Worker started Maryhouse in 1975;
and by the middle of the decade the "shopping bag lady" was a character
in everyday New York parlance.
An earlier municipal women's shelter had been phased out after
World War II because of low demand [HRA, Family and Adult Services,
"Providing Services for the Homeless: The New York City Program,"
December 1982, p. 6], and the city had housed the few homeless women in
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a Bowery hotel. In February 28, 1964, 29 women were being housed
[Nash and Nash, p. 2].
The new Women's Shelter of 1970 was small—47 beds—and turned
away as many people as it accepted. In 1976 its director reported, "The
ladies here used to have large problems of alcoholism. But now that
amounts to only about 15%, and psychopathology is what we're mainly
dealing with." [Francis X. Clines, "About New York: Sidewalk World of
Shopping Bag Women." New York Times. December 6, 1976, p. 44].
The characteristics of the Bowery's male population also changed. A
larger proportion were black, and more were mentally ill or former mental
patients. Table 2 shows how the proportion of the Muni's clients who were
white fell from a half in 1970 to a third in 1978. A 1976 study of Muni
clients found that 31% had a history of state mental hospitalization, and
another 22% said they had been hospitalized, or were diagnosed as
mentally disabled at the Muni, or behaved strangely [HRA, Family and
Adult Services, "An Investigation of SCCM Operations and Clientele,"
September 1976, appendix]. This proportion of mental illness is notably
higher than that found in studies during the 1980's.
The third important change was the spread of Bowery-like behavior
beyond the Bowery; in particular, into more respectable districts. How
much of this spread represented an actual increase and how much was
simply a reallocation is impossible to determine. In 1976, the Times
reported that vagrants, panhandlers, and windshield-washers were
appearing in midtown: "In a 3-mile walk on the West Side on a summer
day, a reporter saw 50 vagrants." The attendant at the garage in the
Coliseum reported 10 to 15 people sleeping there each winter night [John
L. Hess, "Vagrants and panhandlers appearing in new haunts," New York
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Times. August 1, 1976, Bl]. By 1978, the Times was still noting an
increase in "drunks" in the Times Square area, and the 7 am breadline at
St. Francis of Assisi Church on West 31st Street had grown to 300 per day,
up from 150 per day in 1976 [Donald G. McNeil, Jr, "Drunks of Times
Square Giving Area a Headache," New York Times. November 14, 1978, B6].
Also in 1978, two blocks from St. Francis, Madison Square Garden removed
the benches on its plazas; they had been there since the current Garden
opened in 1968 [David Bird, "Wilted lives on the fringe of the Garden," New
York Times. September 26, 1980, B3].
It is possible, of course, to assign too much weight to these extremely
anecdotal newspaper articles. Like "alligators in the sewers", "derelicts on
the loose" seems to be a story particularly well-liked by journalists; Bahr
reports similar stories in the 1961 Journal-American, for instance [1973,
pp. 59- 63]. Moreover, the explanations given in these articles aren't fully
coherent. Often the headlines speak of released mental patients, but the
stories generally portray the new Midtown homeless as traditional Bowery
types — older white alcoholics — pushed out of the Bowery by mental
patients, drug addicts, and young black hoodlums. But fear of young
blacks is a traditional theme in the Bowery literature, dating back to at
least to the 1960's; it is not something that emerged in the 1970's. Still,
the hard data on St. Francis of Assisi, the Madison Square Garden benches,
Maryhouse, and the emergence of the term "shopping bag lady" lead one to
think that something more than journalistic musing was happening in the
middle and late 1970's. The congruence of these stories with the actual
occurrences on the Bowery is also significant.
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To recapitulate, then, by the late 1970's New York's single homeless
population, according to today's definitions, was probably in the range of
3000 to 4000, including:
- About 1600 - 1800 men sheltered by the city, with about 600 at
Camp LaGuardia, 150 or so at the Men's Shelter, and the rest with tickets
in Bowery hotels;
- About 100 women at the Municipal Women's Shelter and
Maryhouse;
- Another 100 or so men at missions and religious hostels;
- An unknown number of people, possibly a thousand or more, living
on the streets or in transportation terminals, not just on the Bowery but
throughout Manhattan.
In the 70's there were also families who would be called homeless
according in today's usage, although they weren't called homeless then—
they were families who were placed in emergency housing. Two separate
city agencies were created to place families in emergency housing: HRA
and the Housing Preservation and Development department (HPD). HPD's
operation was the larger of the two; it concentrated on families who had
been the victims of fires, or had been served notices to vacate premises
unfit for human habitation, or who were moved as part of an urban
renewal program. HRA concentrated on welfare recipients, including those
who had been evicted. The HRA program, in particular, had received a
considerable amount of bad press in the early 70's for its use of "welfare
hotels," and shrank considerably. About two-thirds of the total number of
families stayed in hotels, the rest in shelters, but almost all HRA families
used shelters. Table 4 gives some snapshots of the two programs in the
early 70's, and table 5 shows the evolution of the HPD component in the
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late 70fs and early 8O's. In 1976, the average length of ongoing spells for
HRA families was 4.7 months; for HPD public assistance families, 1.7
months [HRA, office of Special Housing Services, "Family Emergency
Programs in Hotels and Other Facilities," June 1976]. This appears
consistent with the average HPD durations of around two months in table
2. Together the two programs generally housed between 500 and 1000
families at a time.
The story of family homelessness in New York is not complete
without a discussion of in-rem housing. In November 1976, the city
adopted Local Law #45, which reduced the waiting period for tax
foreclosure from three years to one. Overnight, the city became the owner
of 11,700 residential multiple-family buildings. The first vestings under
Local Law #45 occurred in the Spring of 1978 and were surprisingly large.
The city also changed its policy on disposing of in-rem properties: it
decided to hold them instead of sell. Sales stopped in the fall of 1978.
When the management of in-rem residential property was
reorganized on September 1, 1978, the city found itself in possession of
some 100,000 units—about 5% of the total rental housing stock, and a
much larger proportion of low-rent units. In community district #3 in the
Bronx, 40% of all housing units were city-owned in-rem [NYC Housing
Preservation and Development Department, "The In-Rem Housing Program:
Annual Report," October 1979, pp. 1-6].
This story is directly relevant to the history of homelessness because
in 1978 the city had little control over or knowledge of who was living in
those 100,000 housing units. A few units—about 12,000—contained
residents who were paying rent. The city's records indicated another
23,000 units were occupied by non-paying tenants, but those records were
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not accurate. The city's records also indicated that 65,000 units were
vacant, but these records were not accurate either [unit data from "Annual
Report," October 1979, p. 24; accuracy statements by William Eimecke,
former deputy commissioner for in-rem housing, personal communication,
September 1, 1992]. Over the next few years the city gained a much
better handle on its in-rem stock: it learned who was living there, began
to provide services, and started gradually to collect rent. Rent collections
rose from $19.2 million in FY79 to $44.2 million in FY82, even though
average weekly rent rose only from $154 to $176 (see table 6), and the
recorded number of occupied units fell.
In the late 70's, however, there were large numbers of families-
most likely tens of thousands—who were living in in-rem property and not
paying rent. Aside from the semantic question of whether such families
should be considered homeless, this situation may also shed light on the
subject of housing markets, as "official" homelessness rose over the next
decade. Having a lot of uncontrolled, "abandoned" buildings around might
also affect the extent to which the street homeless use more visible
locations.
Such was the setting in which shelter populations began to rise. The
single shelter population rose first, with the first jump coming in the
winter of 1979-1980. In October 1979, the city was sheltering an average
of 1654 people per day; in October 1980 the average was 2069 per day
[Mayor's Management Report, January 1981, p.251]. During this time the
city opened two new shelters—the 180-bed Keener Building for Men on
Wards Island, and the 90-bed Bushwick Relocation Center for Women—but
the Keener facility was just a substitute for the Big Room at East Third
Street. This rise was not chronicled in the 600 or so pages of the
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appropriate Mayor's Management Reports; it does not appear to be part of
any deliberate city policy decision.
The rise in shelter populations coincides in part with the beginning of
the litigation brought by homeless advocates to compel the city to provide
better shelter. The original suit of Callahan vs. Carey was filed in 1979,
and Judge Tyler ordered the city to increase its shelter capacity in
December of that year. This case was resolved by a consent decree on
August 27, 1981, two years after single shelter population began to rise.
This consent decree recognized a legal right to shelter for men in New York
City [Mayor's Management Report, September 1981, p.xliii].
Table 7 shows that once single shelter population started to rise in
the winter of 1979-1980, it continued to increase until the winter of 1986-
87. Then it stabilized, and started to decline in the spring of 1989. Since
then the shelter population has declined steadily, although not
precipitously, until by 1992 it remained at around three-quarters of its
peak level. At peak, in the winter of 1988-89, between 10,000 and 11,000
people were sleeping in the city singles shelters every night, over five
times as many as were sheltered in the late 70's.
As table 9 shows, the growth in the female singles shelter population
has been much more steady than the growth in the male population, and it
has been much larger in proportional terms. The number of women
staying at shelters continued to grow through 1990 and then declined
slowly; as a result the proportion of single shelter residents who are
female rose from 6% in city fiscal year 1981, to 13% in fiscal year 1988, to
17% in fiscal year 1992. Seen another way, from the peak of fiscal year
1988 to fiscal year 1992, male shelter population fell 29% while female
shelter population showed a 2% increase.
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Private organizations, particularly churches and synagogues, also
provided more shelter during the 1980's. In December 1981, Mayor Koch
asked churches and synagogues to help in the developing crisis [Mayor's
Management Report, January 1982, p.302], but by January 1983 only 160
men and women were reported to stay in church and private shelters
[Mayor's Management Report, January 1983, p. 374]. (It is not clear
whether traditional missions and hostels were included in this count, but
they probably weren't. The Catholic Worker, for instance, is almost
certainly not included.) By mid-March of 1983, however, 46 churches
were providing 447 beds (with over 5000 people sleeping in city shelters),
and the city was hoping for 1000 beds by the winter of 1983-1984
[Mayor's Management Report, January 1984, p.325]; by 1985 the goal was
reached [Mayor's Management Report, February 1985, p.383; September
1985, p.477]. Since then, the program has been fairly stable but marked
by wide seasonal fluctuations: about 1200 beds are available in January,
500-700 in warm months. Table 11 provides relevant data.
Table 12 complements Table 4: it shows the number of paragraphs
devoted to homelessness each year in the New York Times Index. The
peak came in 1987—around the same time of the peaks in city shelter
population and private shelter provision (private occupancy figures are not
available). Table 6 may make inferences drawn from Times stories in the
1970's slightly more convincing.
The first rise in family homelessness did not occur until the second
half of 1982-1983, two years after single homelessness started its rise.
Precisely when and how is not clear. At the end of June 1982, there were
950 families in hotels and shelters [Mayor's Management Report,
September 1983, p.440]. The September 1982 Mayor's Management
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Report, reviewing the fiscal year that ended in June, made no mention of
emergency housing for families (however, it noted that beginning in July
1982, 40,000 public assistance cases would have their benefits reduced by
about $50 a month because of new requirements for prorating shelter and
utility costs for public assistance families residing with people not on
public assistance [p.400]). The January 1983 report noted an increasing
demand for shelter in FY 1982 (6000 public assistance families, as opposed
to 4000 such families in FY 1981 [p.371]), but it did not use the term
"homeless families." By that month, the family census had risen to 1922
[Monthly Shelter Reports], and 30 hotels and shelters were in use, twice
the number available in July 1982 [Mayor's Management Report, January
1983, p. 371]. In February 1983, in-rem housing stopped renting
apartments to walk-in applicants; henceforth vacant and rehabilitated
apartments would be used to move homeless families out of hotels and
shelters [Mayor's Management Report, September 1983, p.228]. By June
1983, a new agency, Crisis Intervention Services, had been formed to deal
with homeless families, as they were now called, and formal reporting
systems had been established.
Much of the original increase in family homelessness may have been
due to longer durations of homelessness. The census slightly more than
doubled from June 1982 to June 1983, but "average stay" increased by
90%, from 3.0 months to 5.7 months [Mayor's Management Report,
September 1983, p.440]. Similarly, average duration rose from 3.5 months
in December 1982 to 4.3 months in February 1983, to 6.3 months in
December 1983 [HRA, "A Comprehensive Plan for the Temporary and
Permanent Needs of Homeless Families in New York," January 19, 1984,
appendix A]. These figures are the average durations of ongoing spells; an
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influx of new families would at some point have reduced the average
duration as measured in this way.
Table 13 shows that the increase was mainly among HRA families,
and the HPD emergency housing program seems largely to have been
transferred to HRA around 1984 (see also Table 5). Table 15 shows that
seasonality is not very important in this time series.
Table 14 shows that family homelessness rose in an almost linear
fashion between 1983 and March 1988, when it peaked at 5226 families
(Table 13's figures are earlier and from a different source; hence they are
not compatible with 14). For the decade of the 1980's, the peak for each
month occurs between August 1987 and July 1988; there is nothing that
corresponds to the winter 1989 peak in single shelter population. After
1988, family shelter population declined to a trough of 3196 in June 1990,
and has been rising ever since. In June 1992 the census stood at 5229,
slightly higher than the previous peak in March 1988. Note also the close
correspondence between this time series and the New York Times series in
Table 12.
The final group to consider is both the most visible and the most
difficult to count—the unsheltered homeless. Only two numbers are
available here: Freeman and Hall's summer 1985 estimate, and the Census
Bureau's 1990 count. The two studies are not inconsistent, partly because
both have large standard errors.
The Freeman-Hall estimate [Richard B. Freeman and Brian Hall,
"Permanent Homelessness in America?," Population Research and Policy
Review 6. 1987, pp.3-27] uses the results of interviews with homeless
individuals in Manhattan. From these interviews, Freeman and Hall
compute transition probabilities for moving between the street and
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shelters, then find the ergodic distribution of homeless individuals
between street and shelter. This ergodic distribution implies 2.23
individuals in the street for every individual in a shelter. For the summer
of 1985, this procedure would imply about 15,000 individuals on the
street. For March 1990, it would imply about 21,000.
The Census conducted a street count on the night of March 20-21,
1990, a raw and rainy night in New York. The Census did not count
homeless persons but rather "persons visible in street locations;" no
screening questions were asked. Between 2 AM and 4 AM, enumerators
counted people who were on the streets and who were not dressed in
uniforms or obviously engaged in commerce, and between 5 AM and 7 AM
they went to "abandoned buildings that homeless people were believed to
use" and counted the people who left. The Census count was 10,447.
The Census study has three flaws. Lending it an upward bias is the
possibility of counting people who weren't "really homeless." This may
have been mitigated by the reluctance of enumerators to follow their
directions. Biasing it downwards was incomplete coverage: clearly the list
could not have included all public locations used by the homeless, and it
explicitly excluded non-public locations such as the stairwells of housing
projects and the roofs of tenements. Also biasing the count downward was
incomplete coverage of the sites designated: an assessment study by the
Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research found that only about
56% of its "plants" had actually been counted [Kim Hopper, "Monitoring and
Evaluating the 1990 S-Night Count in New York City," Final Report for Joint
Statistical Agreement 90-18. Washington, DC, Center for Survey Methods
Research, Bureau of the Census, May 1991]. Thus a figure of 20,000,
roughly in the Freeman-Hall range for 1990, does not seem implausible.
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Source:r  Bahr and Caplow, 1973, p.47. 1963 estimate is for a day in
January. Other estimates are for days in the last week of February.
Estimates compiled by the Columbia University Bureau of Applied Social
Research Bowery Project before 1967; after 1967 by the New York City
Department of Social Services, Bureau of Shelter Services for Adults.
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Bowery: Bowery Mission and Salvation Army Rehabilitation Center
for 1964-65, and Bowery Mission for 1990.
Salvation Army Hotel: On the Bowery. Nash considers this a lodging
house rather than a mission, since it charged (slightly above) the market
price [p.8], and accepted ticketmen (93 of the 288 guests [p.4]). However,
many churches outside the Bowery had charge accounts [Nash, p.E-50].
Near Bowery: Volunteers of America, Catholic Worker, Holy Name.
Rest of Manhattan: Salvation Army Men's Social Service Center, The
Emergency Shelter, McAuley Cremorne Mission, McAuley Water Street
Mission. Nash includes the Seamen's Institute (700 beds) in this category,
but I have excluded it.
Sources 1964-65: All figures except "Rest of Manhattan" from Nash
and Nash, p.2. "Rest of Manhattan" from George Nash, "The Habitats of
Homeless Men in Manhattan," microfiche, New York, Bureau of Applied
Social Research, Columbia University, 1964. 1949: Bowery from Nash and
Nash, p. 16. Salvation Army Hotel and "Near Bowery" are 1964 capacities;
Nash and Nash state that in winter 1949 the Bowery area was at capacity.
1990: Coalition for the Homeless.
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Source: Annual reports of the Men's Shelter, as transcribed in HRA,
Family and Adult Services, "Providing Services for the Homeless: The New
York City Program," December 1982, p.7.
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Table 4
Public Assistance Families with Children in Emergency Housing







Numbers are for public assistance families with children. Public
assistance households without children and non-public assistance
households are excluded.
Source: HRA, Office of Special Housing Services, "Family Emergency

















HPD Families in Emergency Housing
A B
HPD Emergency Housing Families Average stay in












Sources: Column A: NYC Mayor's Management Report, various years.
Column B: New York City Department of Housing Preservation and
Development, "The In-Rem Housing Program: Annual Report," various
years. It is unclear whether this is an average of completed spells only, or
of ongoing spells, or of all spells. Note: NYC fiscal years end on June 30.
Fiscal year (t) runs from July 1, (t-1) to June 30, (t).
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Table 6



















































































from the Mayor's Management Reports: number of units managed,
number of occupied units for 1980, and 1985 and after. The In-Rem
Annual Reports were discontinued in 1986. Before that, there were slight









































































Note: periods are calendar years and quarters. 1992-1






























































































































































*Some temporary shelters omitted
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Table 10









































































































Sources for Tables 7. 8. 9 &10: NYC Human Resources Administration,
Adult Services Administration, "Monthly Shelter Reports," various years,
except for data before city fiscal year 1984, which comes from Mayor's




Partnership for the Homeless Church-Synagogue Program



























Source: Monthly Shelter Reports
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Table 12











































Before 1983: "Vagrants and vagrancy"



































Comprehensive Plan for the Ten

























































































Sources: Monthly Shelter Reports. These figures are not quite in
agreement with the earlier figures in table 13.
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Table 15
Average Differences I, 83 through II, 92
Second quarter minus first quarter +29.2
Third quarter minus second quarter +99.8
Fourth quarter minus third quarter +87.4
First quarter (next year) minus fourth quarter +130.2
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CHICAGO
Chicago was the traditional center of American hobo culture, the
"Main Stem," but the new homelessness seems to have appeared in Chicago
several years after it appeared in New York, Newark, and Toronto.
In the 1950's Chicago's skid row, centered on West Madison Street a
few blocks west of the loop, was probably the largest in the country.
Bogue's [1958] population count was 12,000 (by contrast, Bahr and
Caplow's [1973] population estimates for the Bowery were 14,000 in 1949
and 8,000 in 1964; their 1964 estimate is similar to Bogue's in both
definitions and methodology). Skid Row residents in Bogue's study were
almost all male, and mainly white (more than 90%). A large minority,
about a quarter, were alcoholics; 20% suffered from physical disabilities;
and another 20% suffered from chronic mental illness (mental hospitals
were close to peak population at this time).
Most men on skid row in 1958 lived in cubicles that rented for
between $0.50 and $0.90 a night. Compared to New York, Chicago appears
to have offered slightly better accommodations for a slightly lower price at
this time. Bogue found 110 men sleeping on the street, and 975 in
missions.
Municipal accommodation for the homeless took two forms. As in
Newark and New York, the city paid for some men to stay in cubicle hotels.
The other form of accommodation was more informal: men stayed in police
stations. This practice ended on a large scale in New York in the early
1900's and in Newark in 193$, but it has continued to this day in Chicago.
There was no municipal shelter.
These municipal practices continued in the 1980's, although the
population of skid row shrank. The number of mission beds fell, too, but
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probably not precipitously. Putting together a list of shelter resources in a
1982 report of the Interagency Emergency Task Force with capacity
figures from the 1990 Comprehensive Homeless Assistance Plan (CHAP)
yields a 1982 estimate of about 600 mission beds. This is three or four
times the number of mission beds in New York at that time.
Unlike New York and Newark, Chicago in the late 70's did not have a
large population in city-owned in rem housing. Chicago enforces property
taxes differently: the city never takes delinquent properties for tax
purposes; instead, the county sells the property at a "scavenger sale" and
the proceeds are distributed among the several different layers of
government that have claims to the taxes.
The organization that became the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless
was started in 1979 amid concerns about a "sweep" that might precede the
Pope's visit to Chicago. It was called the Interagency Emergency Task
Force, and its members were primarily social service agencies. Minutes of
its meetings in the early 1980's show two kinds of concerns: first,
interagency coordination issues like snow days and referrals, and second,
setting up new shelters. Shelters were not permitted under Chicago zoning
codes, and some that were set up during this time were forced to close
down. Even though new shelters were not being set up, people involved
with the coalition saw increasing numbers on the street and rising requests
for services beginning around 1980 [Interview with Les Brown, former
executive director, August 1, 1991].
Mayor Byrne did not believe Chicago should increase homeless
services. In December 1982, the Chicago Tribune was still reporting the
number of shelter beds, all of them private, as between 500 and 700
("Chicago's Homeless Thousands," December 14, 1982). Toward the end of
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Byrne administration in 1983, city council initiatives led to the
establishment of a small shelter funded by the city but run by Catholic
Charities ("City-Funded Shelter for Homeless Opens," Chicago Sun-Times.
February 5, 1983); and to a building code for shelters.
A report of the city's Task Force on Emergency Shelter, dated October
1983 and entitled "Homelessness in Chicago," gives a picture of the
situation at the end of the Byrne administration and the beginning of the
Washington administration. There were about 30 shelters of various
kinds, with 1078 beds [p.5]. This includes 168 beds for battered women,
185 seasonal beds, 32 beds in rehabilitation facilities, and 253
"programmatic emergency beds." Only 440 beds were available year-
round for people who didn't fit into any particular category (this probably
undercounts the missions). The report shows activities that should imply
growing street homelessness: large numbers of people turned away from
shelters in April 1983, 181 people housed by police during July, and
voucher payments from the city for emergency shelter rising from 2122
persons in all of 1982 to 3715 in the first three quarters of 1983 [p.3]. (I
don't know how to convert the last figure into more conventional units.)
The 1983 task force report pays little attention to family homelessness,
but according to Les Brown it was about this time that family
homelessness began to grow. Sr. Connie Driscoll would probably date the
growth of family homelessness somewhat earlier.
Homelessness was an issue in the 1983 mayoral campaign, and after
Mayor Washington took office in mid-1983, city involvement grew. The
city helped nonprofit organizations establish and run shelters; it did not
run any shelters itself. By 1984, Chicago did not want to imitate New York,
and the nonprofits were strong, both politically and programmatically
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(Interestingly, the Cuomo commission [1992] in New York has recently
called for the adoption of a system dominated by nonprofit service
provision, but it did not realize that such a system was already operating
in Chicago.) Hotels were also rejected as an option. Table 1 shows the
growth of city and state expenditures on homelessness.
This growth in expenditures led to an expansion of shelter capacity.
The big years for the expansion were 1985 through 1987 [independent
conversations with Les Brown, August 1, 1991; and Sr. Connie Driscoll,
Chairperson, Chicago Task Force on the Homeless, July 31, 1991].
Expansion has slowed since 1988.
Rossi [1989] shows what was happening during the period of
expansion. He took two surveys of both shelter- and street-dwellers, one
in the fall of 1985 (22 September to 4 October) and the other in the winter
of 1986 (22 February to 7 March). Table 2 summarizes his results. Rossi
uses a considerably stricter definition of "shelter" than the city uses: he
excludes battered women's shelters, alcohol and detox facilities, and
children in family shelters. Including these categories would probably
have raised shelter estimates by 500-600 (see pp. 224-225, fn 4; p. 65,
table 3.3). The estimates also imply fairly high vacancy rates in the
shelters he did survey: 39% in fall 1985 and 25% in winter 1986.
Rossi's street estimates are also somewhat below the only other
Chicago street count: the Census Bureau's 1584 "persons visible in street
locations" on March 21, 1990. Several reasons could explain the difference.
First, street homelessness might have grown between 1986 and 1990
(although Chicago police have the impression—albeit extremely weak—that
it did not). Second, Rossi used screening questions to establish who fit his
definition of "homeless;" the census just counted bodies. Third, Rossi's
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enumerators were accompanied by two Chicago police officers. While the
officers were in plainclothes and Chicago police do not generally have an
unfavorable reputation among the homeless, plainclothes officers are often
recognizable as such and may not have been universally welcome sights in
the middle of the night.
Table 3 shows shelter capacities as they stood in the middle of 1990,
at the end of most of the expansion. Since the source is the city's CHAP,
capacities of the significant number of shelters not funded by the city may
be incorrect. This table is in reasonable agreement with the 1990 census,
which found 5180 "persons in emergency shelters." On the one hand, there
may have been vacancies in the shelters; on the other hand, the census
count includes residents of hotels that charged less than $12 a night, and
some of the remaining cubicle hotels in the loop belong in this category.
REFERENCES
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Source: City of Chicago, Department of Human Services, "Title IV
Comprehensive Homeless Assistance Plan," July 13, 1990.
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Table 2
Rossi Count of Chicago Homeless
Fall 1985 Winter 1986
Shelters 961 (13) 1492 (55)
Streets and public places 1383 (735) 528 (269)
Shelter occupancy ratio 61.1% 74.6%
Standard error in parentheses.






























Source: Derived from 1990 CHAP.
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TORONTO
Like most U.S. cities, Toronto emerged from World War II with a skid
row—centered on Jarvis and Dundas Streets just east of downtown—a
municipal shelter, and a variety of church-based missions, some dating
from the late nineteenth century. The municipal shelter, Seaton House,
had been set up during the Depression.
Apparently, the postwar period did not see a large decline in the use
of these services. In [1992], for instance, the Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Toronto Community Services Department wrote:
The various services continued unchanged until after WWII. Again,
the hotels were faced with a new wave of demand. This time
demand rose because many returning combat veterans failed to
integrate back into the ranks of the mainstream and joined the ranks
of the homeless. Unemployment was a key ingredient to the this
problem.
The three largest hostels responded to this postwar demand by
renewing their services. These included the Salvation Army Sherburne
Hostel, Fred Victor Mission, and Seaton House. During the period of 1957
and 1959, all three replaced their facilities with modern new buildings to
serve the needs of those veterans and others (p. 5).
Other studies cite the migration of Maritimers to Toronto in the
1950's [City of Toronto Commissioner of Planning 1977, p. 4] in addition to
the return of the veterans. In light of the low male unemployment rates of
the 1960fs (2.3%) for Ontario in 1966 [Statistics Canada 1990, p. 228]),
unemployment may not be the best explanation for these institutions'
persistence, but they did in fact persist.
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In the 1970's, shelters for battered women began to emerge. Those
shelters are usually included today among the homeless shelters in
Toronto, but this inclusion would be more controversial in the U.S. The
word "homeless" does not appear to have come into widespread usage in
Canada until the early 1980's (Toronto city government's "Skid Row
Committee" became the "Homeless Committee" around 1982 [Bob
Yameshita, interview, June 26, 1991]). The Canadian News Index initiated
a "homeless persons" entry only in 1986, although the Toronto Star ran
"Homeless in Metro" stories in 1981. Before 1986, stories about what we
would now call homelessness were indexed under "disaster centres."
Inclusion of battered women's shelters under this heading is more obvious.
The first snapshot of a segment of Toronto's homeless population
comes from the city Planning Commissioner's 1977 Skid Row study. On the
night of May 6, 1977, this study found 893 men in hostels (the three
shelters cited before, plus three men in Good Shepherd Refuge, which was
undergoing renovations), out of a capacity of 983 (including 40 at Good
Shepherd). 345 of the 893 men were "permanent and semi-permanent"
residents, which, according to a footnote, "refers primarily to senior citizen
accommodation." Another 200 men were in "illegitimate" accommodation
("parks, hallways, etc."), but no description is given of how this figure was
arrived at [p. 8]. 430 men were in other institutions for public inebriates
like treatment facilities, detox centers, and lock-ups. Thus, depending on
how the latter group is categorized, the single male homeless population
(by U.S. definitions) was between 1100 and 1500 in 1977.
The interesting fact is that the single male homeless population was
not much bigger than that in 1992. The community service commissioner's
report says, "We estimate that 200-300 people, mostly single men,
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continue to live outside. This number almost never includes families with
children." This estimate is corroborated by police ("If a woman and a child
were on the street, we wouldn't permit it" [Superintendent David Boothby,
interview June 26, 1991]). There are no estimates I am aware of for street
population at intermediate times.
The shelter history for single men is not that much different. Table 1
sets forth capacity and occupancy numbers for the single men's shelters
for various times. January 1992 shelter occupancy by single men is
probably only slightly over a thousand, and so over a 15-year period
homelessness among single men seems to have risen only about 10
percent.
As Table 1 shows, this slight increase was not monotonic. Single
male homelessness increased during the 1980-1982 recession, and then
subsided gradually. Since there are reports of people being turned away
from shelters during 1982, it is conceivable that the numbers on the street
may have increased at this time also, although I have seen no reports
indicating this (press coverage of this period was minimal, as shown in
Table 3, and so it is also conceivable that no noticeable increase in street
population occurred).
In 1981, also, Fred Victor Mission (with a capacity of 181 in 1977)
essentially closed, and some of the crowding in other shelters may be
connected with this closing. The gap left by Fred Victor was largely made
up by expansion of Seaton House, the municipal shelter. Seaton House
expansion has also compensated for some reduction in Salvation Army
capacity. From 1977 to 1992 Seaton House capacity rose from 380 to 600
(peak Seaton House capacity was 748 in 1987), while Salvation Army
capacity fell from 398 to 302.
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The growth of homelessness in Toronto since the late 70?s has
largely been among youth, single women, and families. There are
scattered reports of shelters for these groups before 1980: Metro
Community Services established a family residence in 1968, and there
were youngsters on the streets in 1969 [Metro Community Services, 1992,
p. 5]. We have already cited the shelters for battered women.
Table 2 records the growth in bed capacity for these groups since
1982. Metro Community Services has continually reported significantly
higher occupancy rates for these shelters than for single men's shelters.
Thus it is quite possible that single adult men are now a slight minority
among Toronto's homeless; they are definitely a minority among the
shelter homeless (unless battered women's shelters are excluded from the
count).
From Tables 1 and 2 together, it appears that about 2100-2200
people are sleeping in shelters on an average night (1800-1900 if battered
women's shelters are excluded) and 200-300 on streets (shelter occupancy
was for 694,000 days in 1990, or 1901 on average [Commissioner of
Community Services, p. 4]). Metropolitan Toronto's 1991 population was
2.2 million in 1986, and so about one-tenth of one percent of the
population was homeless by McKinney Act definitions. This rate of
homelessness is smaller than that of any of the other five cities we study.
Newark, for instance, with a little more than a tenth of Toronto's
population, has 20-25% more McKinney Act homeless people.
The growth of nontraditional shelters coincided with increasing
public attention on homelessness. Homelessness in Toronto was virtually
invisible before 1985, and coverage peaked in 1987, one year later than
the peak in New York coverage.
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Toronto's homeless population is different from that of the U.S. in
several important respects:
-Ethnicity: in Toronto the homeless are overwhelmingly white
Canadians, despite the presence of large black and Asian communities in
Toronto. Two exceptions: some Caribbean immigrants among the families
in shelters, and some natives among the people on the street (two small
shelters are also primarily for natives).
-Migration: In 1991, 40% of the hostel population had addresses
outside Metro Toronto a year before they entered the hostel [Commissioner
of Community Services, 1992, p. 10]. I don't know how this proportion
differs among demographic groups, but some anecdotal evidence suggests
that it is higher among youth and single males. Toronto attracts job- and
adventure-seekers from southern Ontario and the Maritimes; some of them
become homeless.
-Duration: Shelter stays are very short by U.S. standards: an average
of 12.7 days per stay in 1989 and 10.9 days per stay in 1990
[Commissioner of Community Services, 1992, p. 4]. 62.3% of stays in fiscal
1988 were under five days [Community Services Dept., 1989]. Stays in
particular shelters, however, are not coterminous with spells of
homelessness; one spell of homelessness could include several stays in
different shelters and on the street. There is no evidence, though, that
homeless spells are considerably longer than shelter spells. The number of
admissions to the hostel system appears to be between 1.5 and 2 times the
number of different individuals served; so the average individual has no
more than two shelter spells during a year. These may not be consecutive.
Even allowing time on the street and the possibility that some individuals
might use several different names, it is difficult to believe that the average
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duration of a spell of homelessness is as long as 25 days. Some people,
single men especially, have been homeless continuously for many years;
one gentleman has spent every night since 1975 at Seaton House. Aside
from this group, spells of homelessness are almost certainly quite short.
In some other ways, Toronto homeless are like U.S. homeless. There
are many reports of substance abuse, although the overwhelming
consensus among observers is that alcohol is by far the drug of choice.
Mental illness also appears to be a problem, although possibly less than in
the U.S. A 1982 survey found 17% of shelter residents either to have
histories of psychiatric treatment or to display "probable psychiatric
problems" [Liss and Montaynes 1982, p. 14]. This proportion is lower than
the proportions most commonly found in U.S. cross sections, but some of
the more psychologically competent types of people the 1982 recession
forced into shelters may no longer be there.
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Sources: May 1977: Toronto City Commissioner of Planning, "Report
to Committee in Neighborhoods, Housing, Fire, and Legislation on Skid Row
Population and Housing," November 4, 1977, pp. 8, 10.
April 1982: Jeffrey Liss and Carol V. Montayne, "The Housing Gap:
Deficiencies in Appropriate Housing for Ex-Psychiatric Patients," study for
the Toronto City Department of Health and Supportive Housing Coalition, p.
14. Figure includes 154 persons at All Saints, a church that permitted
people to sleep on the floor during the winter 1982 crisis.
Average 1980, Average 1982, and June 1982: Metro Toronto
Community Services Department, "No Place to Go: A Study of Homelessness
in Metropolitan Toronto: Characteristics, Trends, and Potential Solutions,"
January 1983. Averages on p. 49, June 1982 on p. 5.
July 1987-June 1988: Metro Toronto Community Services, Hostel
Report for capacity. Occupancy rate is based on 82% estimate from
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, "Briefing Notes for Members of
Council," 1988.
January 1992: Metro Toronto Commissioner of Community Services,
"Report to Community Services and Housing Committee on Emergency
Hostels for the Homeless," January 3, 1992. According to this report,



























































Before 1986, the topic heading is "distress centres;" in 1986 and after
the topic heading is "homeless persons."
Source: Canadian News Index.
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